Section

Name

Length

Fly

Accessibility

Fish

5

Mühlbach

1,0 km



easy

Ä, B, R, S

6a

Valentin Gorge

1,5 km



easy

B, R, S

6b

Valentin Gorge

3,2 km

Protected Area

difficult, only
with helmet

B, S

7

Valentin Brook

1,8 km



medium & easy

B, R, S

9b

Angerbach
Valley

4,0 km



easy

B, R

10

Lake Grünsee

32.000 m²



easy

Ä, B, R, S,
SF

16

Lake Cellonsee

10.000 m²

Mixed Waters

easy

Ä, B, R

Ä = Grayling, B = Brown Trout, R = Rainbow Trout, S = Char, SF = Lake Trout
Rules for Fly-Fishing

Rules for Mixed Population Waters

In addition to the Carinthian Fishing Laws, the
following rules and regulations apply:
1. Fishing is only allowed with an artificial fly (dry or
wet). You may only use one single fly for the catch.
2. Any existing barbs must be removed (hooks
without barbs).
3. The „Catch and Release“ rule (no kill) applies.
Captured fish must not be extracted but taken with
wet hands and gently released back into the water.
4. Valentin Gorge (6b): Directions given by Aqua-Sol
Adventure must be followed while fishing. This
is particularly necessary in the Valentin Gorge
because the harsh terrain means personal safety
must be taken seriously. For access to the gorge,
safety headgear is available to rent (danger of
falling rocks). Enter on your own risk!
5. Fishing wardens will present certificates of
authority by AAE Waserkraft GmbH. Additionally,
you may be inspected by policeofficers, game
wardens or customs officers.
6. Environmental protection is very important to us.
For this reason we kindly ask you to avoid making
loud noises (e.g. yelling loudly) and to refrain from
leaving rubbish of any type in the environment. We
also kindly ask you to inform us of any irregularities
noticed along the course of the river.

In addition to the Carinthinan Fishing Laws, the
following rules apply:
1. Baits: All artificial baits without barbs!
2. Any existing barbs must be removed (hooks
without barbs).
3. Fishing wardens will present certificates of authority
by AAE Waserkraft GmbH. Additionally, you may
be inspected by policeofficers, game wardens or
customs officers.
4. Environmental protection is very important to us.
For this reason we kindly ask you to avoid making
loud noises (e.g. yelling loudly) and to refrain from
leaving rubbish of any type in the environment. We
also kindly ask you to inform us of any irregularities
noticed along the course of the river.

Mühlbach, Angerbach, Valentinbach,
Valentinklamm and Grünsee

Cellonsee

A Good Catch wishes
family Klauss vlg. Lanzer!
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